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the spade than for the sword; notwithstanding we have heard so
much of the great exployts of these Finlanders, The Swedes
and Finlanders, plainly, are not the best souldiers of the army ;.
'tis the Scots and Gerraanes that have done it; and yet have both
the other done their parts also."—P. II. p. 142. Marginal
Note,—De Foe, in this part, as well as in many others, has made
great use of this interesting work. The account of the bridge
and the battle, as well as of the supposed means by which Tilly
might have gained the battle, correspond together accurately in
both works. " When cardinall Passman, the emperor's arnbas-
sadour with the Pope, had the first newes brought him of this
victory, and of the manner of it, he to his friends pronounced,
Actum est, < There is an end of all;' which some interpreted to
be meant of the empire and of the Romish religion."	"And
yet had not the king escaped so cheap as with the lives of two
thousand brave men ; had not he that dirceted David's sling-
stone into Goliath's forehead, guided one bullet into Altringer's
forehead, and another into Tilly's thigh-bone; had not this brave
old count beene thus spoyled, the king had found but an un-
friendly welcome into Bavaria," &c.—Ibid. p. 148. Tilly is one
of the numerous list of imperial generals, who were frequently
unfortunate, yet still acquired a high reputation, such as Wal-
lenstein, Daun, Melas, &c.
Note VIII.   Page 107.
The conditions under which the celebrated Wallenstein, duke
of Friedland, took the charge of generalissimo of the army, were
most peremptory. He was to be generalissimo for life, and that
in the most absolute manner, for the emperor, the king of
Spain, and the whole house of Austria. The emperor should
not be present at the army, much less have any command over
it; the free liberty of confiscating and pardoning the countries
he conquered, was stipulated for by him ; the duchy of Meck-
lenburg, with other dominions, were promised to him, &c.
Note IX.   Page 108.
" The king had now 132 ensignes of foot, which made
up 10,767, in the musterbooke ; and 152 troops of horse, which
came to 7,676. In all 18,443 men."—Swedish Intelligencer.
P.. II. p. 140.
NoteX.   Page 120.
The celebrated victory of Lutzen was gained on the 6th of

